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Abstract 
Schlindwein, C., Suslin’s hypothesis does not imply stationary antichains, Annals of Pure and 
Applied Logic 64 (1992) 153-167. 
Shelah has shown that Suslin’s hypothesis does not imply every Aronszajn tree is special. We 
improve this result by constucting a model of Suslin’s hypothesis in which some Aronszajn tree 
has no antichain whose levels constitute a stationary set. The main point is a new preservation 
theorem, the proof of which illustrates the usefulness of certain ideas in [8, Section 11. 
0. Introduction 
In this paper we construct a model of Suslin’s hypothesis in which some 
Aronszajn tree has no stationary antichain (i.e., {rk(t): t E 9} is a non-stationary 
subset of w, whenever 4 is an antichain). To obtain this model, we introduce a 
new class of forcings, which we call 7’*-strongly preserving forcings; this class is 
similar to a class of posets introduced by Shelah in [9, Chapter IX]. We establish 
the appropriate preservation theorem for this class using the methods of [8], and 
then we discuss the poset which we use at successor steps of the iteration; this 
poset is similar to posets from [9, Chapter V] and [S]. This paper continues the 
work of Shelah [9, Chapter IX] for a model of ZFC plus SH plus -CH plus a 
non-special tree, and [7,8] for models of ZFC plus SH plus CH plus a non-special 
tree. In the models of [9, Chapter IX], [7] and [8], every Aronszajn tree has a 
stationary antichain. 
1. Properties of the iteration 
The model we require is built via a countable support forcing iteration 
(pm: a c w2) based on (on: LY < w2) over a ground model satisfying GCH plus 
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T* is Suslin. At each stage ac of the iteration, we use Q, either to destroy the 
Suslinity of some tree, or to ‘kill’ some antichain ti of T* by shooting a closed 
unbounded set through the set {p < 0,: J& n TB = O}, thus rendering the given 
antichain to have a non-stationary set of levels. Although we thereby may kill 
various stationary subsets of o,, these sets are not in the ground model; indeed, 
we will see in due course that P, is proper for all (Y c wo2. We shall also verify that 
P,“, has H,-c.c., hence we will be able to anticipate every tree of the final model 
and every antichain of T* in the final model (this uses the fact also that each 
poset used in forming the iteration has size at most 2’1). Of course we must also 
verify that T* remains Aronszajn in V[G,,]; this is the point of the requirement 
that each poset be ‘T*-strongly preserving’ (cf. Definition 10, Lemma 14). 
Throughout this paper, by ‘tree’ we mean ‘normal tree’; that is, each node of 
limit rank is determined by its set of predecessors, and every node has successors 
of arbitrarily high countable rank. 
Our notation follows [6], except for a technical change in his definition of 
iterated forcing which is explained in [S]. We shall gloss over this point by 
handling the iteration somewhat informally. For functions p and q, we let p U q 
denote the function r such that r 1 dam(p) =p and r(p) = q(p) for /3 $ dam(p). 
We let MP be the set (or class) of P-names which are in M. 
The central fact of this section is Theorem 21, which is essentially of the form 
“the class Z? is closed under the operation of taking countable support iterations”, 
where %? is a certain class of posets. The archetypal theorem of this sort is the 
Fundamental Theorem of proper forcing; i.e., the fact that properness is 
preserved under countable support iteations (see [9, Chapter III]; a proof can be 
recovered from the argument of this section by replacing ‘(N, P, T)-strongly 
preserving’ by ‘(N, P)-generic’ throughout). 
Definition 1. For a forcing iteration (P,,.: q < a) based on (Q, : q < CK) , we take 
Pfi_ to be a P$-name such that p 11 “q E P13,a” iff (VP, <p)(3r E Pa)(r r /3 sp, and 
r r/3 II- “q = r 1 [/3, a)“). In other words, V[G,3] It “l& = {p 1 [/3, a): p E P, and 
P r P E GpY This should be contrasted with the definition of [l, p. 231, and 
avoids the difficulty in the proof of [l, Theorem 5.11. 
We recall some facts from [9] and [S]. 
Lemma 2. 1, II “Pq,, is a poset”. 
See [8, Lemma 721 for a proof. 
Following [9], we let N[G] be a P-name characterized as follows: (Vp E P) 
(p It “a E N[G]” iff for every pI up there are p2 =S p, and 6 E N such that 
p2 II- “b = 6”). Equivalently, V[G] It “a E N[G]” iff (36 E NP)(3p E G)(p It “b = 
6”). 
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Lemma 3. Suppose that il is an appropriately large regular cardinal and 
P, E N < Hh and (N( = K,, and f E (Y f? N. Suppose that q E PC is N-generic and 
q It“S E P,,,n N[G,]“. Then there is r E P, such that r 1 1; =q and q It 
“r 1 [ <, LY) = i” and supt(r) c_ c U N. 
See [8, Lemma 131 for a proof. 
The following theorem is [9, Theorem 111.2.11, p. 881. 
Theorem 4. Suppose N is a countable elementary substructure of Hn containing P, 
where ii is a sufficiently large regular cardinal. Then 1 It- “N[G] is a countable 
elementary substructure of Hi”. 
Lemma 5. Suppose ( Pv: rj < a) E N i HA is a countable support forcing iteration 
and r<P < a are all in N and p E P, and p 1 q It- “p 1 [q, a) E N[G,]“. Then 
p 1 P 1~ “P r [P, (~1 E N[Gpl”. 
See [S, Lemma 141 for a proof. 
Lemma 6. Suppose that N is a countable elementary substructure of HA containing 
P*Q, where /I is a suficiently large regular cardinal, and suppose p is 
(N, P)-generic and p It “q E e n N[G,J”, and suppse z E N is a P * Q-name and 
1 It “z is an ordinal”. Then there is S such that p II- “S =z q and S E N[G,,]” and 
(p, s) Ik “Z E k=. 
See [8, Lemma 161 for a proof. 
Definition 7. Suppose that T is an w,-tree (i.e., height u, and every level 
countable), T EN, and S = co, rl N and x E r,. Then: 
(1) We say that x is N-generic for T iff for every A E N, if x E A then there is 
somey <x such that y EA. 
(2) We say that x is N-*-generic for Tiff for every A E N, if x E A then there is 
yinAnNnTsuchthaty#x. 
Notice T f? N = TCh. 
Lemma 8. Suppose that T is a Suslin tree and ?, is a regular cardinal and 
T~N<H~and6=o,nN<w,andx~T~. ThenxisbothN-genericforTand 
N-*-generic for T. 
Proof. Suppose x EA EN. Let B = {w EA: (Vz < w)(z $A)}. If x E B, then 
N It “B is an uncountable antichain”, which is impossible. Hence x is N-generic 
for T. If (Vy E A n N)(y <x), then N 11 “A is an uncountable chain”, which is 
impossible. Hence x is N-*-generic for T. We are done. 0 
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Definition 9. Suppose that T is an W,-tree, P a poset, q E P, 6 = CO, II N, and 
T E N. Then: 
(1) We say that q is (N, P, T)-preserving iff q is N-generic and whenever x E Tb 
and A E NP, if x is N-generic for T then q It “2 E A + (3y < n)(y E A)“. 
(2) We say that q is (N, P, T)-strongly preserving iff q is (N, P, T)-preserving 
and whenever z is N-*-generic for T and A E N”, then q It “2 E A 3 (3y E A II II’) 
(Y W’. 
In Definition 9, because q is N-generic we have 
q It “i: r-~ N[G,] = T r-I I\i”. 
Definition 10 (cf. [9, Definition 1X.4.5, p. 2931). P is T-preserving (resp. 
T-strongly preserving) iff whenever A is appropriately large, regular, and 
PEN>H, and pePfIN and TEN, then thre is q6p such that q is 
(N, P, T)-preserving (resp. (N, P, T)-strongly preserving). 
In particular, if P is T-preserving (resp. T-strongly preserving), then P is 
proper. 
Lemma 11. Suppose that P E N is a poset and q is (N, P, T)-preserving. Then x is 
N-generic for T iff q It “i is N[Gp]-geneic for T”. If q is (N, P, T)-strongly 
preserving, then x is N-*-generic for T iff q II- “i is N[G,,]-*-generic for T”. 
Proof. We prove the second assertion; the first one is proved in [S, Lemma 171 
with an entirely similar proof. Suppose that x is N-*-generic for T and 
q 11 “A E N[P]“. Towards a contradiction, suppose that q* G q and q* IF “,I EA 
and (Vy EA tl N)(y <x’)“. By the definition of N[G,], we may take q’ G q* and 
fi EN such hat q’ It “A = b”. By the assumptions on q and x, we have that 
q’ It “if A? E fi, then (3y E fi rl N)(y $x’)“. Th’ is is a contradiction. Conversely, if 
q It“_? is N[G,]-*-generic for T” and XEAEN, then qIk“(3yETnAfI 
N[G,])(y {_C)“. Take q’ G q and y E A fl T such that q’ It “j E N[G,] and j {.i?‘. 
Clearly y E A rl N n T because q is N-generic. Hence x is N-*-generic for T. 0 
Corollary 12 (cf. [8, Lemma 191). Suppose T is Susfin and A. is large, regular, and 
PEN-KH~ and TEN, and suppose 6=o,flN<w, and PEP is (N,P,T)- 
preserving and 9 E NP and p It “4 z T is an antichain”. Then p It “9 n Th = 0”. 
Lemma 13. Suppose that T is an o,-tree and P * 0 E N -C H, and T E N and p is 
(N, P, T)-preserving (resp. (N, P, T)-strongly preserving) and p It “q is 
(N[G,], 0, T)-preserving” (resp. p It “q is (N[G,], 0, T)-strongly preserving”). 
Then (p, q) is (N, P * e, T)-p reserving (resp. (N, P * 0, T)-strongly preserving). 
Proof. By Lemma 11. Cl 
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Lemma 14. Suppose that T is an w,-tree and P is T-strongly preserving. Then P 
does not add any uncountable branches. 
Proof. Suppose that p Ik “6 is an uncountable branch”. Given p, sp, take 
N~~Hhsuchthat(p,,P,T,d)ENandlet6=w,nN.Takeq~p,suchthatqis 
(N, P, T)-strongly preserving, and take q’ 6 q and x E T, such that q ’ II &‘x E 6”. 
If x is N-*-generic for T, then we have that q’ IF “(3~ {x)(y E d and rk(y) < a)“, 
which is impossible. Hence we may take A EN such that x E A E T and 
(t’y E A II N)(y <x). In particular N It “A is linearly ordered”. Because q’ It 
“AnN[G,]~{y:y<i}cl;“, we have q’ It “N[G,,] Ik ‘A E 6”‘. Also, N It “A is 
uncountable”, so q’ IF “N[G,] It ‘A is uncountable”’ because P is proper. Hence 
q’ forces that 6 contains an uncountable branch in the ground model. Because p, 
was arbitrary below p, we have p It- “b E v”. We are done. 0 
Definition 15. Suppose that S c w,. Let lim(S) = { LY < 0,: S fl c~ is unbounded in 
(u}. Then: 
(1) CU(S) is the poset {C 5 S: C is closed and bounded below (I),), ordered by 
C 4 C’ iff C end-extends C’. 
(2) CR!/*(S) is the poset {F: F is a finite collection of disjoint intervals 
[a, p] c w, such that for every [n, B] E F we have p E S and either (3~ E S)(cu = 
q + 1) or & E S fl Jim(s)}, ordered by reverse inclusion. 
(3) CU**(S) is the poset {(C,, C2): C, is a closed subset of S, the order-type 
of C, is not a limit, and C2 is closed and unbounded in o,}, ordered by 
(C,, C,) 2 (Cl*, CT) iff C:fl supp(C,) = C, and C, c C,* and CT- C, c Cz. 
Remark. Assuming S is unbounded, each of these three posets shoots a club 
subset through S (possibly by collapsing h‘, if S is not stationary), and each is 
S-proper. If P = CU*(S) and G is a V-generic filter over P, then {(Y: c~ is a limit 
ordinal and (3@(3p E G)([a, /3] EP)} IS a club subset of S. The poset CU**(S) 
shoots a club through S which is eventually contained in every club of the ground 
model. The poset CCr(S) is well known (cf. [3]); the other two (for the case 
S = 0,) are due to Baumgartner [2, pp. 926-9271 and Jensen, respectively. 
Assuming CH, both CU(S) and CU**(S) have &-e.c.c. (see [9, Chapter VII]), 
and both Ccl(S) and Cc/*(S) have (S, X,)-p.i.c. (see [9, Chapter VIII]). 
Lemma 16. Suppose T is an w,-tree and P = CU(S) or P = CU*(S) or P = 
CC/**(S) and (p, P, T) E N i H(A) andpEPand 6=w,nNES. Then thereis 
q <p such that q is (N, P, T)-strongly preserving. 
Proof. Let (D,,,: m E w ) enumerate the set of all dense open sets in P which are 
in N. Let ((x,,, A,): m E w) enumerate the set of all pairs (x, A) such that 
A EN’ and x is N-generic for T, and let ((y,, B,,,): m E w) enumerate the set 
of all pairs (y, B) such that fi E NP and y is N-*-generic for T. 
Case 1: P = Cc/(S). 
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Claim. There is a sequence ((p,, q,,,, rm): m E W) such that: 
(1) PO = p and pm E P tl N and if m > 0, then pm s r,,_, and either pm IF “Z,,, $ 
A,,,” or there is some z < x,,, such that pm It “i E A,,,“, and 
(2) qm E P fl N and qm 6pPnt and either qm It “jm 4 8,” or there is some 
z E T II N such that z 4; x and q,,, II “i E B,“, and 
(3) rm Gq,andr,,,ED,fIN. 
Proof. Given r,_,, let A = {y: (3p’<r,,_, )(p’ II “,V E A,“)}. If X, $ A then take 
pm = r,,_,; if x,,, EA then take z <x, such that z E A and take pm accordingly. 
Similarly for choosing qm; the claim is proved. 0 
Because 6 E S E N, we have that S is unbounded (in fact, stationary), and 
hence q = U,,, qm U {S} E P. 
Case 2: P = CU**(S). Similar. 
Case 3: P = CD*(S). Notice that p U {[a, S]} E P. Suppose, towards a con- 
tradiction, that x is N-generic for T and A E NP and q, <p U [6, S]} and 
q, It “2 E A and (Vz <X)(z 4 A)“. (The case y is N-*-generic and q1 I- “.? E fi and 
(Vz + x’)(rk(z) < 6 3 z $ B)” is similar). Let q,={FEq,:Fs6}, and let A= 
{z E T: (3r s qz)(r II “i E A”)}. Because x E A E N, we may take z <x such that 
z E A. Take r s q2 such that r E N and r It- “i E A”. Then r U q, < q, and 
r U q, IF “i E A”, a contradiction. El 
Lemma 17. Suppose p E P is (N, P, T)-strongly preserving, and p It “Q is 
T-strongly preserving and q E G tl N[G,]” and A E NP*i, and x is N-*-generic for 
T. Then there is r such that p IF “i G q and i- E N[G,]” and (p, i) It “if x E A, then 
there is y E A n N such that y {x”. 
Proof. Let D = {p’ up: p’ It “4 It ‘i 4 A”’ or (gy E N)(y {x and (3q’)(p’ It 
“q’s q and q’ E N[G,] and q’ Ik ‘y E A”‘))}. 
Claim 1. D is dense below p. 
Proof. If p +~pandp+lt“~l)L‘~i;~“‘, then for each p c p+ we may take p , s p 
and q* E NP such that p, It “q* = q”. By considering B E NP where 1 It- “, = 
{y E T: q* lF ‘y $ A}>’ we have, by the fact that x is N-*-generic for T, that there 
are p ‘s-p, and YEN and q’EVP such that y-#x and p’lt-“q’sq and 
q’lt‘j ,A”‘. By Theorem 4, we may assume p’ I!-“q’ E N[G,]“. The claim is 
established. 0 
We now define a function f with domain D as follows. If p+ E D and 
p+ It “Lj IF ‘x’ 4 A”‘, then we let f(p+) = q. Otherwise, we take f(p+) to be a 
P-name such that p+ It- “f(p+) G q and f(p+) E N[G,] and f(p+) II ‘j E A”’ for 
some y E T fl N such hat y {x. This is possible because p It “0 is p-strongly 
preserving”. Let 2 be a maximal antichain of D. We may take a P-name i such 
that, for every pf E 2, we have that p+ II “r = f (p’)“. 
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Claim 2. p It “i E N[Gr] and i~pand ilt’ifxEA, then thereisyEAnNsuch 
that y qk x’ “. 
Proof. Suppose, towards a contradiction, that p* <p and p#It “i $ N[G,] or 
i $4 or i r ‘i 4 A or (3y)(y E A n N and y {i)“‘. Take p+ E 2 such that pf is 
compatible with p#. Take p’ stronger than both p+ and p*. Then p’ It “f(p+) $ 
N[G,] or f(p+) p q or f(p+) UL ‘x’ $ A or (3y E A fl N)(y $A?)“‘. This contradicts 
the choice of f(p+). The claim is proved. 0 
Claim 3. (p, i} It- “if _i! E A, then there is y E A f’ N such that y $ R”. 
Proof. Immediate by Claim 2. 0 
The lemma is proved. 0 
Lemma 18. Suppose p E P is (N,. P, T)-preserving, and p It “Q is T-preserving 
and q E e f~ N[G,]” and A EN”*” and x is N-generic for T. Then there is r such 
that p II- “i s q and i E N[G,]” and (p, i) IF “‘f I x E A, then there is y < x such that 
y E/i>?. 
The proof, which is given in [8, Lemma 211, is entirely similar to the proof of 
Lemma 17. 
Definition 19. Suppose T is an w,-tree and ( PV: n d a) is a forcing iteration. We 
say that P, is strictly T-preserving (resp. strictly T-strongly preserving) iff 
whenever A > 2”1 is regular and there is some regular K < A such hat {P,, T} 5 H, 
and q < a and (?I, P,, T) EN < H, and q is (N, P,,, T)-preserving (resp. 
(N, P,,, T)-strongly preserving) and q Ik “S E Pq,a fl N[G,]“, then there is p E P, 
such that p is (N, P,, T)-preserving (resp. (N, P,, T)-strongly preserving) and 
p 1 q = q and supt(p) G q U N and q It “p 1 [q, a) cS”. 
Lemma 20 (cf. [9, Theorem 111.2.8, p. 861). Suppose (5: c 6 a) is a countable 
support iteration. The following are equivalent. 
(1) For some regular A > w, such that P, E HA there is a club C 5 [HA]“’ such 
that whenever N E C and n E IX f7 N and p is (N, P,,, T)-strongly preserving and 
p It “q E l& fl N[G,]” then there is r E P, such that r is (N, P,, T)-strongly 
preserving and r r q = p and p It “r r [q, a) s 4”. 
(2) For every sufficiently large regular K, whenever N is a countable elementary 
submodel of H, and P, E N and n E a f~ N and p is (N, PV, T)-strongly preserving 
and p II-“q E P,,n n N[G,,]” then there is r E P, such that r is (N, P,, T)-strongly 
preserving and r r r] =p and p Ik “r r [q, a) 4 4”. 
(3) For every regular A > w, such that P, E HA there is a club C such that 
whenever N E C and n E a U N and p is (N, P,, T)-strongly preserving and 
p It “4 E p,,, rl N[G,,]” then there is r E P, such that r is (N, P,, T)-strongly 
preserving and r 1 n = p and p It- “r r [q, (u) 4 4”. 
(4) P, is strictly T-strongly preserving. 
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The proof of this is entirely similar to the proof of [8, Lemma 231. 
The following theorem is stated for both ‘preserving’ and ‘strongly preserving’ 
because there is no extra work involved in doing both. The ‘preserving’ case is 
also proved in [El. 
Theorem 21. Suppose T is Suslin and (P,: 17 s a) is a countable support iteration, 
and suppose for each q < a one of the following holds. 
(i) 1 It “Q,, is T-preserving” (resp. 1 IF “Q, is T-strongly preserving”). 
(ii) llt “9,, E f is an antichain and either Q, = CL/(&, - S,) or Q, = 
CU*(& -S,) or (2, = CU**(b, - S,), where S,, = {c < 6,: (3y E 9,)(ht(y) = 
6))“. 
Then P, is strictly T-preserving (resp. strictly T-strongly preserving), and hence 
T-preserving (resp. T-strong/y preserving). 
Proof. We work by induction on a. Fix rl< a! and suppose N < H,, and (Nl = X,, 
and{rl,P,,T}c_Nand((~~~,S~~):p<cu)EN.Let6=o,nN,andsupposethat 
q is (N, PV, T)-preserving (resp. (N, PV, T)-strongly preserving) and q IF “p E 
PV_ n N[G,]“. We build q’ E P, to witness the conclusion. 
Successor step: a = f3 + 1 E N. By the induction hypothesis, we may assume 
rl = p. We build q’(q). By [9, Corollary 11.2.13, p. 891 we have q II“6 = o, n 
N[GJ”. 
Case 1: lIt“Q,s is T-preserving (resp. T-strongly preserving)“. We may take 
q’ E P, such that q’ l/3 = q and q II- “q’(p) 6$(/Q and q’(p) is (N[G,], Qp, f)- 
preserving (resp. (N[G[,], Q,, F)-strongly preserving)“. 
Case 2: otherwise. By Corollary 12, we have that q Ii- “6 4 $“. By Lemma 18, 
we may take_ q’ E P, such that q’ 1 q= q and q k“q’(p) C@(p) and q’(p) is 
@‘P&I, Q,, V-P reserving (resp. (N[G,], Qp, ?‘)-strongly preserving)“. 
By Lemma 13, this concludes the successor step of the induction. 
Limit step: a E N is a limit ordinal. Let a’ = supp(cu rl N), and take (cu,: m E 
w) to be an increasing sequence of ordinals in a fl N cofinal in a’ such that 
~yo = 11. Let ( ir,: 0 < m < a~) enumerate the set of all Pm-names ir in N. Let 
( (xm, A,): O<m < u> enumerate the set of all paris (x, A) such that x is 
n-generic for T and A E N is a Pm-name. Let ((y,, B,): 0 <m < a_~) enumerate 
the set of all pairs (y, fi) such that y is N-*-generic for T and fi E NPe. By 
Lemma 3, we may take r E P, such that r 1 n = q and q It “6 = r 1 [q, a)“. 
Claim. There is a sequence ( ( qm, pm) : m E o) satisfying the following nine (resp. 
ten) requirements. 
(1) q. = q and p. = r. 
(2) qm E Pa,,, is (NJ Pa,,,, T)-preserving (resp. (N, P,,,,, T)-strongly preserving), 
and pm E P,. 
(3) If m SO, then qm 1 (Y,,_~ =q,,_,. 
(4) If m >O, then q,,, up+, 1 am. 
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(5) qm 11 “Pm r L% 4 E k ,),, a f-l NGJ’. 
(6) If m > 0, then pm up,,-,. 
(7) Zf rn > 0, then qm IF “(3<)(p, 1 [cY~, a) It ‘if LJ,,, is an ordinal, then 
ir, = [Y)3,. 
(8) supt(p,x) c r U N and sW(qm) E r u N. 
(9) If m > 0 then qm Ik “p, 1 [LY,, cc) It ‘if x, E A,, then there is y > x, such 
that y E A,’ “. 
In the case of ‘T-strongly preserving’, we also require: 
(10) If m >O then q,,, It “p, 1 [am, a) It ‘if y, E fi,, then there is z E b,,, f~ 
N[G,] such that z { y,"'. 
Proof. Suppose that qm_, and pm-, satisfy requirements (2) and (5). We must 
find qm and pm satisfying requirements (2) through (10). By Lemmas 3, 5, and 6, 
we may take q: E P,,,, and pz E P, satisfying requirements (2) and (8) in place of 
qm and pm. Using Lemma 18 we may take r, up: such that r,n E P, satisfies 
requiremens (5), (8), and (9) in place of pm, and r,,, 1 am =pz r am. 
In the case of ‘preserving’, take pm = r,,,. In the case of ‘strongly preserving’, we 
may take pm =S r,, such that pm satisfies requirements (5), (S), and (10) by Lemma 
17. This completes the proof of the claim. 0 
Fix a witness to the claim, and take q’ E P, such that q’ 1 a,,, = qm for all 
m E w, and supt(q’) c LY’. This concludes the limit case of the induction on a. 
Notice that the definition of ‘strictly T*-preserving’ (resp. ‘strictly T”-strongly 
preserving’) is universally quantified over all appropriate N, and we have 
contrarily assumed that N contains a certian parameter (namely, ( (,a,$, S,): /3 < 
a)). This is not a problem, by [8, Lemma 231 for the case of T-preserving, and 
by Lemma 20 for the case of T-strongly preserving. 
The theorem is proved. 0 
Definition 22. We say that P has (T*, 02)-p.i.c. iff whenever A is a sufficiently 
large regular cardinal and o, < i <j < o2 and cf(i) = cf(j) = wl and w2 E M U N 
andT*EMnNandN<H,andM>H,andJM(=]N]=X,,andPENflMand 
iENandjEMandsup(w,nN)<jandinN=jUMandpEPUNandhisan 
isomorphism from N onto M and h is the identity on N f’ M and h(i) = j, then 
there is q =%p such that q =S h(p) and q is (N, P, T*)-preserving and (Vr E 
N)(Vq' S q’)(3q* C q’)(q* S r iff q* 4 h(r)) (i.e., in Boolean, q rl (r A h(r)) = 
0). 
Lemma 23. Suppose CH holds and P has (T*, w,)-p.i.c. Then P has w2-C.C. 
Proof. Given (pi: cf(i) = co, and i < 02) (potentially, a counterexample to 
R2-c.c.), take Ni countable such that Pi E Ni < HA and i E Ni and P E N, and 
T* EN;. Similarly to the argument of [9, Lemma VIII.2.3, p. 2631, we may find i 
and j and h such that the hypotheses of Definition 22 are fulfilled, and we are 
done. El 
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Lemma 24. Suppose T* is Suslin and (P, : q =Z y) is a countable support iteration 
based on (Q,: q< y) and suppose for every 9 < y we have either 1 Itpq “i),, has 
(T*, 0,)-p. i. c. ” or lIt”Q, = CCJ(0, -S,) or Q, = ClJ*(w, -S,) or 0, = 
CU**(w, - S,,), where S,, = {rk(t): t E ,a,}, where 9, is an antichain of T*“. Then 
PY has (T*, w2)-p.i.c. 
Proof. We prove by induction on &yd y the following statement: whenever 5‘ < a 
and <EN and P,EN<H, and INI=&, and T*EN and qEP< is (N, P, T*)- 
preserving and q II “‘p E Pcre fl N[G,]” and i, j, N, M, and h are as in Definition 
22 and (Vr E Pi; fI N)(Vs =G q)(3s* ds)(s* G r iff s* G h(r)), then there is q* E P, 
such that q* 1 <=q and supt(q*)cZ;UN and qlt“q* I[[, a)<q and 
q* 1 [f, a) sh&)” and q* is (N, P, T*)-preserving and (Vr E P, fl N)(Vs < 
4 *)(3s * < s)(s* G r iff s* <h(r)). Here, h, is a PC-name such that for every q, E PC 
we have q, II- “y = h<(x)” iff (Vq, G q ,)(3q3 G qz)(3z E N’c)(q3 It “x = z and 
y = h(t)“). 
First, it is easy to establish that 1 IF,, “h, is an isomorphism”, and it is not hard 
to show that whenever 5 < q < a are in N and q E PV and q 1 c and 
q r c It “h& 1 [L a)) = r 1 [5‘, a)“, then q It “h,(p I [rl, a)) = r 1 [rl, a)“. 
Now, the successor step is easy using Corollary 12 in the case a = q + 1 and 0, 
is one of CLl(w, -S,) or CU*(w, -S,) or CLI**(w, -S,), and the limit step is 
accomplished as follows. Let (Y’ = sup(cun N) and let (cu,: m E w) be an 
increasing sequence from cy n N cofinal in a’ such that (Y,) = c, and let 
(&: m E w) list N’=. Let ((x,, A,): m E w list all pairs (x, A) such that 
x E T:,~N and A E N is a Pa-name. Then there is a sequence ( (qm, p,): m E w ) 
such that q. = q and p. 1 C = q and q Ik “p = p,, 1 [<, a)” and the following 
requirements are satisfied. 
(1) qm E P,,,, is (N, Pa,,,, T*)-preserving and (Vr E P,,,, n N)(Vs s q,,J@ G s) 
(s’sr iff s’sh(r)) andp,E P,. 
(2) pm 1 en = 4m+l r %I = qm and 9m+l CP??l 1 %,I and qm 11 
“qm+, 1 [G> G+J s h,,,,(pm r [LY,, wn+d)“. 
(3) qm + “Pm 1 ]%U a) E P,,,., n NKLJ’. 
(4) P,+, s Pm. 
(5) qm It “@O(PFn 1 ]%I, a) II‘if iT, is an ordinal, then iT, = g’)“. 
(6) qm It “pm 1 [LY,, a) It ‘x, $ A, or (3y <x,)(y E A,)“‘. 
(7) supt(p,) E 5 U N and supt(q,,J E 5 U N. 
The construction of this sequence and the verification are essentially identical 
to the proof of Theorem 21. We are done. q 
Lemma 25. Suppose T and T* are Aronszajn trees. Then there is a poset P(T) 
which has size at most 2”1, is T *-strongly preserving, has (T *, X*)-p. i. c., and such 
that lpcn It “T is not Suslin”. 
We prove this in Section 2. 
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Theorem 26. lf ZFC is consistent, then so is ZFC + Suslin’s hypothesis + some 
Aronszajn tree has 110 stationary antichain. 
Proof. We form a countable support iteration over a ground model satisfying 
CH + T* is Suslin, using the poset described in Lemma 25 (as in the hypothesis of 
Theorem 21) and posets of the form CU(o, - S) or CU*(o, - S) or CU**(w, - 
S), where S = {rk(t): t E .9} where $ s F* . 1s an antichain. By Lemma 14, we 
have that T* is Aronszajn in v[G,,]; and by Lemmas 23 and 24 we have that e,,:,, 
has X,-c.c., so we can ‘catch our tail’ and so by judicious use of the posets 
CCJ(w, -S,) or CU*(w, -S,) or CZ/**(w, -S,) as in Theorem 21 and Lemma 
24, the antichains of T* in the final model are not too large (i.e., cannot live on a 
stationary set of levels); also we anticipate every tree T of the final model and 
include P(T) in the course of the iteration to destroy its Suslinity. q 
2. SH does not imply stationary antichains 
In this section we construct the poset P(T) as in Lemma 25. 
We fix normal Aronszajn trees T and T*. 
Definition 27 (cf. Shelah [9, Definition V.6.2, p. 1831). r is a promise iff 
(3n = n(r) E w)(3C = C(T), club in w,)(3x = min(r) E T)(T c T” 1 C and w E 
T+x <w, and (VW E ~)(VLY E rk(w) n C)(w 1 a: E r), and ((u < p both in C and 
w E r,) 3 (3W E &J(W is infinite and distinct elements of W are disjoint)). 
Here, we are using T” to mean the tree whose universe is the set of unordered 
n-tuples {xi: i <n} (possibly with repetitions) such that for some (Y all of the xi 
are from T,, with the inherited tree ordering. Also we are using the notation 
r,=TnT”,andI;,,,={yEr~:w~y}. 
Notice that we define T” to consist of unordered n-tuples possibly with 
repetitions; this is in contrast to [9, Chapter V]. The following lemma is proved in 
[9, Fact V.6.7 (subfact B), pp. 188-1891. 
Lemma 28. Suppose A c T” is downward closed, uncountable, and x is com- 
parable with every w E A. Then there is a promise r E A with x = min(r). 
Proof. Let A’ = (7 E A: there are uncountably many Z E A such that jj c Z}. 
Notice A’ is downwards closed. Notice also that for all jj E A’ we have 
{Z E A’: 9 d 2} is uncountable, for otherwise there would be some y < o, such 
that (VZ E T”,) (if jj ~2 then there are only countably many W a,? such that 
W E A), leading to the conclusion J 4 A’, which is impossible. 
Claim. Suppose J E A’ fl T”,. Then there is /3 > (Y, and 2’ in A’ fl T;i such that 
ycZandy>F’and2isdisjointfromZ’. 
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Proof. Suppose otherwise. Then for each p > cy take Zf3 E A’ fl T;. By a result of 
[4], we can find p,, and fir such that (Vi < n)(Vj < n)(Tfr,,(i) is T-incomparable with 
2$,(j)). Take p = min(&, p,) and take Z = Tfic, 1 /3 and 2 = Zfl, 1 p. q 
By the claim, we have that whenever m < w and jj E A’ n T”,, then there is 
P,,,(‘J~) > (Y and W E A’ fl T&) of size at least m such that distinct elements of W 
are disjoint and all elements of W lie above 7. Let p(y) = sup{&,,(jj): m E o}. 
Claim. There is an infinite W G A’ rl T&,, such that distinct elemens of W are 
disjoint and every element W lies above y. 
Proof. Let W’ be a maximal set of pairwise disjoint elements of A’ n T”,,,, lying 
above r; suppose W’ has cardinality k < w. Take W* E A’ n T”,,,!,, of size m, 
where m > nk, such that distinct elements of W * are disjoint and all elements of 
W* lie above J. Then there must be some Z E W* disjoint from I? 1 Pm(jY) for 
every We W’. Pick W’==Z such hat W’ E A’ fl T;,,. Then W’ U {W’} contradicts 
the maximality of W’. Cl 
Let C = {p > rk(l): (Vj E A’ fl T!&)(P(jj) < /3)}. Let r= {G E A’: rk(G) E C} 
U {_f}. We are done. 0 
Definition 29. P* = {T’ z T: (36 < w,)(T’ G TSb and (Vx E T’)(Vy G,-x)(y E T’) 
and (Vx E T’)(3y E Th)(x S y))}, ordered by reverse inclusion. So, {(Y < o, ; 
Tb, = T’ n T, # 0} is closed. 
For T’ E P* we set ht(T’) equal to the ordinal 6 = max{a: TL#O}. 
Definition 30. Suppsoe r is a promise and T’ E P*. Then T’ fulfills P iff 
ht(T’) E C(T) and whenever x E I- rl (T’)” and rk(x) < CK E C(T) n ht(T’), then 
there is an infinite W E P,,, n (T’)” such that distinct elements of W are disjoint. 
Definition 31. P = {(T’, Y): T’ E P* and Y is a countable set of promises that 
T’ fulfills }, ordered by (T,, Y,) S ( T2, Y,) iff Iv, 2 Y2 and t, 1 ht(T,) = T$ For 
p = (T’, Y) E P, we set ht(p) = ht(T’) and we shall use the notation Tb and Yp 
for the components of p. For w G T, we see w 1 p = {x E qj;,: (3y E w)(x sy)}. 
We say +(w, p) iff w 1 ht(TL) c TL. 
Lemma 32. Suppose P E N < Hh and 6 = o, U N < w , . Then whenever p E N and 
w E [T6]++ and +(w, p) and D EN is open dense, we have (3q cp)(q EN f3 D 
and +(w, 9)). 
Proof. Suppose that (p, w, D) is a counterexample. Let a = ht(p) and take 
n E w and z < w such that z E T”,. Let A = {y E T”: y is comparable with z and 
there is no q up such that q E D and ht(q) G rk(y) and +(y, q)} E N. Clearly A 
is downwards closed. Every y < w is in A (else, the q witnessing y $ A could be 
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taken in N, and since +(y, q) iff +(w, q), this is contrary to the fact that we are 
looking at a counterexample). Hence N IF “A is uncountable”; by Lemma 28 take 
r s A a promise such that min(r) = z. Take r E D such that r c ( TL, Y, U {r}). 
Take x E rhtCr) such that +(x, r). Since x E A, there is no q up with q E D and 
+(x, q) and ht(q) 8 rk(x). But r witnesses the opposite. The lemma is 
established. 0 
Lemma 33. 1 Itp “T is not St&n”. 
Proof. {x E f: x is outside of the generic object U {T’: (3 Y)(( T’, Y) E G)}, 
yet x is an immediate successor of a node inside the generic object} is an 
uncountable antichain. 0 
A version of the following lemma appears in [7]. I thank Leo Harrington for his 
guidance when the original version of Lemma 34 was obtained. 
Lemma34. SupposewETTandp*EPCINand6=o,nNand+(w,p*),and 
z < w and ht(z) = ht(p*) and A E NP and x is N-generic for T*. Then either: 
(*) (3q ~p*)(3y <x)(ht(q) < 6 and +(w, q) and q It “j EA”); or 
(**) x E Y = {y E T*: (3w# E T;n(,,)(w # is comparable to z and (t/q ~p*)(if 
ht(q) = ht(y) and +(w”, q) then there is a promise Psuch that min(r) = w# and 
(T;, ‘y, U {I’}) II “j $ A-))}. 
Proof. Suppose (*) fails and y <x. We show that y E Y; by choice of x this 
suffices. In fact, we show that the unique w# G w with ht(w*) = ht(y) witnesses 
y E Y. For suppose q * up* and ht(q*) = ht(y) and +(w”, q*) but there is no r 
such that min(r) = w# and (TA*, Yqe U {r}) IF “g $ A”. We may assume q* E N. 
Let A = {w’ E T”: w’ is comparable with w# and (Vq+ G q*)(if ht(q+) < ht(w’) 
and +(w’, Th+) then qf F“y EA”)}. Notice that every w’ <w is in A, hence 
N It “A is uncountable”. Also, A is downward closed. Let r’s A be a promise 
such that min(r) = w#. It suffices to show that qc = (Ti., ‘y,* U {r}) It “q $ A” 
to achieve a contradiction. Suppose that q+ V “g $ A”. Take q’ <q+ such that 
q’k“yY EA”. Since Ti, fulfills r, we may take w’ E r with ht(w’) > ht(q’) such 
that +(w’, q’). Since w’ E A, there is no r s q* with ht(r) < ht(w’) and +(w’, r) 
and r It “g E A”; but q’ witnesses the opposite, a contradiction. Thus q+ It “9 $ A” 
and we are done. q 
Lemma 35. Suppose w E Ty and p* E P rl N and +(w, p*), and t < w and 
ht(z) = ht(p*) and A E N’ and x is N-*-generic for T*. Then either: 
(*) (3q CP*)(~Y E N)(Y 4: x and ht(q) < 6 and +(w, q) and q IF “j E A”); or 
(**) x E Y = {y E T*: (3~~ E T:,,,)(w# . 1s comparable to z and (Vq ~p*)(if 
ht(q) = ht(y) and +(w”, q) then there is a promise rsuch that min(r) = w# and 
(T;, ‘E/, U {I-}) k“j 4/i”))}. 
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Proof. Similar to Lemma 34. 0 
Lemma 36. P is T*-strongly preserving. 
Proof. Suppose PENIH, and 6=w,nN<w, andpEPflN. Let (D,:me 
w) enumerate the dense open sets in N, and let ((P,,, 2,): m E w) enumerate 
the set of all (P, z) E N such that P is a promise and z E P, with infinitely many 
repetitions. Let ((x,, y,, A,, B,): m E w) enumerate all (x, y, A, fi) such that 
x is N-generic for T* and y is N-*-generic for T* and A E NP and B E Np. We say 
&(q, x, w, A) iff q E P and x E T* and w E [TO]<” for some /3 and A E NP and 
there is some q* c q and some z > x such that ht(q*) < p and +(w, q*) and 
q* It “2 E A”. We say *2(q, y, w, 6) iff q E P and y E T* and w E [Tfi]‘” for some 
p and B E NP and there are q* =G q and t E T* such that ht(q*) < 0 and 
rk(z) <rk(y) and z =$y and +(w, q*) and q* It“i E b”. Build by recursion 
((w,, pm, w;, qm, r,, Cm, wz, WE): m E w) as follows. 
(1) w, E [ThF” and w,, = 0 and wm+, = wz U w:. 
(2) pm E P II N and po=p and pm+i c r,,, and +(w,, pm) and if 
+r(rm, x,, w:, A,) then (32 < xm)(pm+, It “2 E A,“). 
(3) d E [Gl- and w’ 1 Mp,) = w, 1 ht(p,) and if &(P~, ym, w,, &) 
then w; = w,, and otherwise, then for all p* Sp,,, such that ht(p*) = 6 and 
+(wk, p*) there is some promise P such that Tb* fulfills P and (TA*, Y& u 
{I-}) It “ym f# B,“. 
(4) q,EPflN and qm CP,,, and +(wk U w,, qm) and if %(pm, Y,, w,, &) 
then (32 E Tcs)(z $ym and qm It “2 E &“). 
(5) r,,, E 0, fl N and r, s qm and a(wl, U w,, r,). 
(6) tGm E (Tm) rl (T,)‘” and z, s Gm and if P, E Yr,?, and z, c Ti,,, then 
+(%?I rm) and Cm n (w,,, U wL) = 0. 
(7) w;=w,uwl,u6&. 
(8) w: E [Tbl- and WE f ht(r,) = w: r ht(r,) and if 4$(rm, x,, w;T, A,) then 
w*=w* and othewise, for all p* G r,,, such that ht(p*) = 6 and +(wz, p*) there 
isIome;romise P such that TL* fulfills P and (Tb*, Yp* U {I-}) It “Z:, 4 A,“. 
The construction is justified as follows. We may choose pm as in requirement 
(2) by the definition of *, (the reason pm+, may be taken in N is that if there is 
some /? < 6 and pm+l or,,, such that ht(p,+,) = 0 and P,,,+~ It“2 EA,” and 
+(w, pm+,), then there is such a pm+, EN because +(w,pm+,) iff 
+(w r P, P,+~>.> We may choose wk as in requirement (3) by Lemma 35. We 
may choose qm as in requirement (4) by the definition of &. We may choose r,,, 
as in requirement (5) by Lemma 32. We may choose WE as in requirement (8) 
by Lemma 34. 
Let q’ = (U {TL,>, U w,: m E w>, U { qp,,,: m E co}). To see that q’ is a condi- 
tion, notice that if y E T is below some member of w,, for some II, then y E TL,,? 
for all m > n by +(w,,, p,), which holds by +(w,, pm) (requirement (2) together 
with the fact that w, c w,,,). Hence Ti. E P*. To see that Tit fulfills P where 
r E Yvn, notice G,,, G (TJ,‘)* for infinitely many m such that P = P,. 
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For every k such that &(rkr xk, w:, A,) fails, let r: witness the fact that q’ is 
not a counterexample to the fact that wk# satisfies item (8), and for every I such 
that o&(p,, yl, w,, B,) fails, let r; witness the fact that q’ is not a counterexample 
to the fact that w; satisfies item (3). Let q = (TG,, Yqf U {r,*: 
i+l(rk, xk, w:, Ak)) u {r;: i+2(p~j h w &))). We are done. 0 
Lemma 37. P(T) has (T”, o,)-p.i.c. 
Proof. Given N, M, i, j, h, and p as in Definition 22, build q sp as in Lemma 36, 
except that we add requirement (6a): if r, E ‘y,,, and z, E T:,,,, then z, s Z,,, and 
& E h(T,) f-l T;‘O and -Z, rl (wm U wk) = 0 and +(Z,,, r,), and otherwise 5, = 0; 
and we replace requirement (7) by requirement (7a): wz = w, U G,,, U Z,; and we 
replace requirements (3) and (4) by the assertion “qm =p,,, and wk = 0”. This 
construction yields q E P(T) as in Lemma 36. 
Letq’=(Ti, lyqU{h(Q:rE!PqnN}). Wehavethatq’EP(T)becausefor 
each T we have & E h(T) for infinitely many m such that r = r,. It suffices to 
show (Vq’S q’)(Vr E P(T) fl N)(q2 4 r iff q2 2 h(r)). Fix q2 s q’ and r E P(T) U 
N. Take m E o such that 0, = {r’ E P: r ’ =S r or r’ is incompatible with r}, Recall 
q G q,,, and q,,, E D,,, fl N. Notice q2 d h(q,) because {h(r): r E Yq,,>} L Y+ If 
q .r, then qmCrr 2, hence q2 s h(q,) 6 h(r); whereas if q2#r, then q,,, #r, 
hence q2$ h(r) as q’s h(q,) and h(q,,J . IS incompatible with h(r). We are 
done. Cl 
Question. If we do not use posest of the form CLI*(o, - S) in the iteration 
described in the preceding section, do we get a model of CH? 
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